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Cybersecurity for 

a Robust Society

A Trusted Advisor 

in Data Driven 

Sustainability
Leading the 

Conversation in 

Responsible AI

Up to 14% boost in global GDP

Largest transformational 

commercial opportunity in 

today’s economy

“Everyone is a target”

9 of 10 - ESG regulations 

are about Data + AI

Do More with Less

Era of Copilots

Future of Work



AI/ML: a transition happening behind the scenes…

WORKFLOW
Medius APA
Medius Go

CONNECTINPUT CAPTURE PAY

Self-adjusting AI automation
AI algorithms encapsulating 

customers’ knowledge

Manually configured rules-based 
automation



AI/ML: …That now also happens in front of your eyes



AUTOMATIC CODING 
FOR ACCOUNTING

Finance work will certainly change from AI/ML



SUPPLIER 
ONBOARDING & 
PROCUREMENT

Finance work will certainly change from AI/ML



EXPENSE POLICY 
COMPLIANCE

Finance work will certainly change from AI/ML



PAYMENTS 
PROCESSING

Finance work will certainly change from AI/ML



FRAUD DETECTION

Finance work will certainly change from AI/ML



Agenda

• 10:00 Välkommen & introduktion

• 10:15 Microsoft: Utvecklingen av AI och hur det påverkar oss

• 10:30 Så arbetar Medius med AI

• 10:45 Hantera dina utlägg med Medius nya lösning (ENG)

• 11:15 Paus

• 11:30 Trendspaning: EU-förordningar kring e-faktura och hur Medius
hjälper dig (ENG)

• 12:00 Medius Lifehacks #1

• 12:15 Lunch



The Future of Work

with AI
Cecilia Rumenius

Partner Technology Strategist



AI, Economies and Markets: How artificial intelligence will transform the global economy | Capital 

Economics

A look in the rear-view mirror
Disruptive techniques moves us forward

https://www.capitaleconomics.com/ai-economies-and-markets-how-artificial-intelligence-will-transform-global-economy
https://www.capitaleconomics.com/ai-economies-and-markets-how-artificial-intelligence-will-transform-global-economy


16 years 3 months

50M

100M

Facebook: 4.5 years

ChatGPT: 3 monthsMobile phones: 16 years

Internet: 7 years 

Time to reach 100M users

Generative AI technology is here

Source: Microsoft Research



would delegate as much work

as possible to AI to lessen 

their workloads 

70%49%

of people say they’re worried 

AI will replace their jobs

A new AI-employee alliance

Source: 2023 Work Trend Index



64%
of employees don’t have 

enough time or energy 

to do their job

60%
of leaders say lack 

of innovation is 

a concern

3.5X
more likely to 

struggle with 

innovation/

strategic thinking

Digital debt is costing us innovation

Source: 2023 Work Trend Index



What do organizational leaders want to get out of AI?
31%

29%
26% 25% 24% 24%

21% 21% 20%
18%

16%

2X

Source: 2023 Work Trend Index

Increase 
employee 

productivity

Support 
employees with 

necessary but 
repetitive tasks

Increase 
employee 

experience

Minimize time 
spent on tasks 

that employees 
do not value

Augment/impro
ve human 

interaction

Accelerate 
employees’ pace 

of work 

Enable 
employees to 

access and 
aggregate 
internal 

knowledge

Transparency in 
alignment of 

roles with 
company goals

Remove 
obstacles in 

coordination of 
hybrid 

jobs/virtual 
meetings/sched

uling

Increase 
accessibility

Reduce the 
number of 
employees



Source: 2023 Work Trend Index, Microsoft Research

86% 80% 79% 76% 73% 70%

Search for 

information

Summarize 

meetings and 

actions

Analytical 

work

Administrative 

tasks

Creative 

work

Plan your day

What do employees want to use AI for?



Co-pilots                            Azure (Open)AI Service

Large, pretrained AI models to unlock 

new scenarios

Deployed within your Azure subscription, 

secured by you, accessed only by you, and 

tied to your datasets and applications

Built-in responsible AI to detect and 

mitigate harmful use

Enterprise-grade security with Azure AD, role-

based access control (RBAC), Customer 

Managed Keys and Private Link and Network 

security

Responsible AI, trusted by enterprise

Microsofts AI Strategy



Microsoft 

Security Copilot
Bing Chat

Microsoft 365

Copilot

Power 

Platform/BI 

Copilot

Dynamics 365 

Copilot

Windows

Copilot

Github

Copilot

Amplify human ingenuity with a copilot for everyone





Thank you! Cecilia Rumenius

Partner Technology Strategist



Så arbetar Medius med AI 
Katarina Andersson
Product Management



AI is not always the solution



… but it helps you become 
autonomous

• AI and Machine Learning are 
transforming the business landscape

• The role of the CFO and finance 
department are evolving with the 
unpredictable economic climate

• Will AI take my job?
• …and then life happens



AI and Machine Learning at Medius today

WORKFLOW
Medius APA

CONNECTINPUT CAPTURE PAY

Header and line level capture
1st and 2nd time capture
Touchless Capture
Intelligent validations
Cross company extraction and  
learning

Automatic Coding for non-PO invoices

Company identification
Supplier identification
Multi layout detection
Invoice type classification

Intelligent matching for PO invoices

Automatic Routing

Fraud, Analytics and Medius Agent

Automatic split
Invoice sub-type classification
Auto detect e-invoicing formats



Medius loves all invoices
CAPTUREPDF, e-invoices and paper



Touchless Capture
Trust built by AI

• No need to verify an invoice
• Focus on exceptions 



World class matching and coding
No templates, no rules, no configuration or maintenance of those
– just automation



Best in class

71%

Header field 
Capture

98%
One-Click

85%

Touchless 
Capture

Line cell
Capture

94%

65%
Automatic 

Coding



Could be best in class

0%

Header field 
Capture

94%
One-Click

64%

Touchless 
Capture

55%
Automatic 

Coding



Medius Agent

Help when you need it

• No longer need to search in a 
help file
• Use your own language
• Responds with answers 
related to you, your company 
and entity



Proactively catch fraud
Gain visibility and control across the invoice to pay lifecycle

Relax and let machine 
learning and AI controls 

enforce your policies 
consistently

Gain visibility into 
your fraud and risk 
exposure with new 

insights

Start catching 
fraud today with 
a solution built 

into Medius



When life happens



© Copyright Medius. All rights reserved.



Accelerate business 

with the Microsoft commercial 

marketplace

Christopher Karlson, Sr ISV PDM

Can Baydono, Sr ISV PDM



Marketplace mission:

Simplify and accelerate 

B2B tech commerce



As the cloud is embedded into every 

aspect of business, companies need 

to simplify and streamline their cloud 

portfolio.

Customer adoption of cloud 

marketplaces is increasing as  

organizations look to support their 

organization with the tools they need 

while efficiently managing 
investments.  

Companies need more 

cloud solutions than 

ever before

84%
CAGR
by 2025*

Cloud 
marketplace growth

*Source: Canalys

https://canalys.com/newsroom/cloud-marketplace-forecast-2023


The Microsoft commercial 

marketplace is a cloud marketplace 

where organizations can find, buy, 

and manage the right solutions for 

their changing needs.

Microsoft is the only cloud service 

provider that automatically counts 

an entire sale towards an Azure 

consumption commitment when 
a customer purchases eligible 

partner solutions.

Spend smarter and 

move faster to do 

more with less

99%
Of Azure’s top customers 
use the marketplace to 
manage their cloud portfolio

See demo

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QrmQKVlksJs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QrmQKVlksJs


The value of the marketplace

for your organization

Spend smarterBuy confidentlyIncrease efficiency

Optimize your budget and meet your 

cloud commitment while maintaining 

a high-level of governance.

Get custom solutions with negotiated 

pricing, certified to run on a trusted 

cloud with industry leading security.

Streamline procurement by purchasing 

through a single source to simplify 

vendor relationships.

https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/blog/microsoft-commercial-marketplace-spend-smarter-move-faster/
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/blog/microsoft-commercial-marketplace-spend-smarter-move-faster/
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/blog/microsoft-commercial-marketplace-spend-smarter-move-faster/


Spend smart and move fast

Access a vast catalog of 

solutions in the cloud 

where you work everyday

Purchase directly through 

Microsoft, one trusted 

source, to simplify billing

Streamline legal 

procurement with standard 

contracts and amendments

Increase efficiency

Purchase solutions that 

deploy and run 

seamlessly on Azure

Deploy vetted solutions 

that adhere to Microsoft’s 

security and compliance

Get customized terms and 

negotiated off-the-shelf 

pricing

Buy confidently

Meet cloud consumption 

commitments with Azure 

benefit eligible solutions

Govern and control using 

private Azure Marketplace

Save with multi-year SaaS 

and VM deals and flexible 

payments

Spend smarter



Quick demo

Azure Marketplace



Take action

Learn about the marketplace:

Azure.com/marketplace

Learn

Technical documentation: 

aka.ms/marketplacecustomerdocs

Get ready
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